
SWEET NOT
SOUR 
G-CLOUD
LISTING

INGREDIENTS
 

DUNS number, ready made or ordered

two weeks in advance

Companies House Number

VAT Number

PREP: 1 DAY TO 2 WEEKS

COOK: 2 WEEKS PLUS

SERVES: OVER £4BN SO

FAR

DIRECTIONS
1. Combine the DUNS with the Companies House and VAT

Number and mix well. These are very common ingredients of

any business larder so they should not be difficult to find. 

 

Once the prep is done, flash fry for a few minutes into a Supplier

account. 

2. You are ready to start on the base - your G-Cloud listing. 

 

First, the Service Name. Make sure your Service Name is not

branded. If you do go for a branded name be warned that it is

likely no one will be eating your Sweet and not Sour G-Cloud

listing. This isn’t a compliant way to dine.

 

While the name is resting, prep the Service Summary. This is an

important step as will play a vital role in determining the overall

flavour. Make sure your Summary is seasoned well with spices

familiar to your diners. 

 

Next prepare your Service Features and Benefits. and add the

final ingredient, your Technical questions. 

 

Stir well and leave to simmer.

3. Turn your attention to the Sweet not Sour sauce. In a large

dish mix the Pricing document and the Terms and Conditions.

Make sure your Pricing document is full of flavour. 

 

We advise adding the optional ingredients: Service Definition

and SFIA rate card. Even though these are considered garnish, as

experienced diners ourselves, we know that they can make or

break a dish.

 

Once the sauce is done, go back to your base and pour in the

sauce. Taste the finished dish to add more seasoning. 

 

We recommend that before serving, you invite a foodie

colleague or two to taste your Sweet not Sour G-Cloud listing. 

 Add any final seasoning. 

 

Serve with a big bowl of Well done!

Prep - Supplier account:

Base - G-cloud listing:

Service Title

Service Summary, finely chopped into 50

chunks

Service Features, cut into 10 chunks

Service Benefits, cut into 10 chunks

Technical questions

Sweet not sour sauce:

Pricing document

Supplier Terms and Conditions

SFIA rate card (Optional)

Service Definition (Optional)


